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Abstract Observationsof stronggroundmotionduring largeearthquakesaregenerallymadewith strong-
motion accelerometers. These observations have a critical role in early warning systems, seismic engineer-
ing, source physics studies, basin and site amplification, and macroseismic intensity estimation. In this
manuscript, we present a new observation of strong groundmotionmadewith very high rate (>= 5 Hz) Global
Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) derived velocities. We demonstrate that velocity observations recorded
on GNSS instruments are consistent with existing ground motion models and macroseismic intensity obser-
vations. We find that the ground motion predictions using existing NGA-West2 models match our observed
peak ground velocities with a median log total residual of 0.03-0.33 and standard deviation of 0.72-0.79, and
are statistically significant following normality testing. We finish by deriving a Ground Motion Model for peak
ground velocity from GNSS and find a total residual standard deviation 0.58, which can be improved by ~2%
when considering a simple correction for Vs30.

Non-technical summary Traditionally, scientists will study the shaking due to earthquakes using
seismometers that record either acceleration or velocity. They will use recordings from real earthquakes to
derive a relationship that predicts the amount of shaking one would expect at a location based on different
properties of the earthquake such as the magnitude, distance to the event, and the types of rock or soil at a
location. In this study,wedetermine thepeak levelsof shaking fromGlobalNavigationSatelliteSystem(GNSS)
data, otherwise known as GPS. GNSS usually gives you the position or displacement at a given location, but
we process this data slightly differently to give us observations of velocity. We compare the GNSS velocity
observations to the well known relationships for ground motion prediction that were determined with only
seismometers and find good agreement with our dataset. This is especially useful since GNSS can directly
record the velocity of shaking, which is currently difficult with seismometers undergoing strong shaking.

1 Introduction
Ground motion models (GMMs), traditionally known
as ground motion prediction equations (GMPEs), are
empirical relationships between an earthquake source
and the ground motion expected at a station. GMMs
will commonly incorporate magnitude, distance atten-
uation, site amplification terms, and source terms to
determine the peak ground accelerations, velocities,
displacements, and spectral accelerations/displace-
ments at different periods (PGA, PGV, PGD, and SA/SD,
respectively). The coefficients in GMMs are determined
empirically using observations from real earthquakes
on strong-motion accelerometers or broadband seis-
mometers if they are unclipped. GMMs are utilized in
engineering seismology for building code design (Bom-
mer et al., 2010; Katsanos et al., 2010), in ShakeMap
and PAGER (Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes
for Response) generation for rapid assessment of
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impact and ground motions after large earthquakes
(Wald et al., 1999; Allen et al., 2009), in paleoseismic
studies (Rasanen et al., 2021), and in earthquake early
warning systems (Allen and Melgar, 2019; Meier, 2017;
Thakoor et al., 2019). Many GMMs are derived for
specific regions where epistemic uncertainties may be
consistent across the region, but some use generalized
global datasets or only include one style of faulting.
Each GMM will have a parametric specific range in
which the model is valid, i.e. a distance or magnitude
limit, and most generally do not include very large
magnitude events or far-field observations. There is
also a question of whether or not PGV observations for
large ground motions recorded with inertial sensors
are recording the true ground motions due to sensor
rotations and tilts (Boore et al., 2002; Clinton, 2004).
In this study, we provide a new observation which can
faithfully record high PGV, Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) derived velocities.
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For earthquake and tsunami early warning sys-
tems, the importance of GNSS displacements for large
earthquake characteristization has been demonstrated
(Crowell et al., 2009, 2012, 2016; Blewitt et al., 2006;
Grapenthin et al., 2014; Minson et al., 2014; Murray
et al., 2018; Williamson et al., 2020). The addition
of this data is critical to properly characterizing the
impacts of large earthquakes (M > 7) where traditional
seismic methods begin to saturate (Melgar et al.,
2013a). GNSS displacements do not saturate since they
are computed in a non-inertial reference frame, that of
the fixed center of the Earth. The GNSS observations
capture both the coseismic static offsets, important
for understanding moment release and total slip, and
dynamic motions, which can be leveraged for rapid
magnitude determination and kinematic inversions.
However, issues with phase ambiguity fixing, cycle
slips, and loss of satellite lock can lead to large errors
that obscure ground displacements when computing
GNSS displacements in real-time. These processing
issues can lead to displacement excursions of many
meters, a major problem for real-time analysis in early
warning systems. GNSS displacements are also noisier
than seismic observations due to path errors between
the satellites and receivers, most notably the tropo-
spheric and ionospheric delays (Melgar et al., 2020).
One potential solution is to compute velocities rather
than displacements at the GNSS stations. This approach
is commonly referred to as the ‘variometric approach’,
and it consists of performing a single difference in time
between satellite orbital positions and the raw GNSS
phase observables (Colosimo et al., 2011; Benedetti
et al., 2014; Geng et al., 2016; Grapenthin et al., 2018;
Shu et al., 2018; Crowell, 2021). The variometric ap-
proach is more sensitive to smaller magnitude ground
motions and when integrated into displacement, leads
to lower noise than traditional positioning since the
various errors in real-time positioning do not change
appreciably over short time periods (Shu et al., 2018;
Dittmann et al., 2022a); in this study, we will show that
GNSS velocities can be resolved for earthquakes as low
as M4.9 in the near-field (< 25 km), over a full magni-
tude unit less than what is possible with real-time GNSS
displacements (Melgar et al., 2020; Goldberg et al.,
2021).
In this manuscript, we first describe how the full

GNSS velocity dataset, spanning a magnitude range
from 4.9-9.1, is generated and provide statistics of the
data. Next, we use 3NGA-West2 GMMs and published fi-
nite fault models where available to predict groundmo-
tions for all station-event pairs and compare the predic-
tions against our peak ground velocity observations. We
also look at the statistics for specific earthquakes and
conditions, and test for normality in the residuals us-
ing a Lilliefors test. Finally, we generate a GMM with
magnitude and distance scaling terms and solve for the
coefficients using two different distance measures.

2 Data and Processing Methods
The variometric approach for geophysical applications
was first presented by Colosimo et al. (2011) for geo-

physical applications. In this method, a single time dif-
ference is performed on the GNSS phase observables
and on the orbital positions. For a single frequency, L1,
and satellite, s, the simplified variometric observation
equation is at a receiver, r,

(1)∆L1,s,r = ∆ρs,r + c(∆τr − ∆τs) + ∆Ts,r

− ∆I1,s,r + ∆Ms,r + ∆B1,s,r + ∆e1,s,r

where ρs,r is the range between satellite and receiver, c
is the speed of light, τr and τs are the receiver and satel-
lite clock biases respectively, Ts,r is the tropospheric
component between satellite and receiver, I1,s,r is the
ionospheric delay on theL1 frequency between satellite
and receiver,M1,s,r is theL1 multipath component for a
given satellite and receiver, B1,s,r is the ambiguity term
on the L1 frequency for a given satellite and receiver,
and e1,s,r are any uncharacterized noise sources at the
L1 frequency. The ∆ indicates that we are taking a dif-
ference between the observations at the current time, t,
and the observations at the prior time step, t−1. Within
Equation 1, many of the terms drop out as they typically
do not appreciably change over small time periods, no-
tably themultipath, the satellite clock errors, the tropo-
sphere, the ionosphere, and the fractional cycle and in-
teger ambiguities, assuming no cycle slips are present.
Receiver clock drifts do need to be solved since the drift
rate can exceed the nanosecond per second level, which
would equate to tens of centimeters per second.
To solve for receiver velocities, we use the SNIVEL

(Satellite Navigation derived Instantaneous Velocities;
Crowell (2021)) software package, which currently only
uses theGlobal Positioning System (GPS). SNIVEL forms
the narrow-lane (NL) combination of L1 and L2, which
is defined as

(2)NL = fL1

(fL1 + fL2)L1 + fL2

(fL1 + fL2)L2

= 0.56 ∗ L1 + 0.44 ∗ L2

where fL1 and fL2 are the frequencies of the L1 and L2
bands, 1575.42MHz and 1227.60MHz, respectively. The
narrow-lane combination has an effective wavelength
of 10.7 cm,which is less than thewavelengths ofL1 (19.0
cm) or L2 (24.4 cm) alone, which slightly reduces the
noise on the derived velocities. For determining the or-
bital velocities, we use the GPS broadcast orbits, which
are well modeled and readily available in real-time. To
solve for receiver velocity, the basic observation equa-
tion in Equation 1 is Taylor expanded about the range,
ρ, which allows for the generation of a design matrix
based upon the direction cosines between satellite and
receiver. We then set up the following linear observa-
tion model at a given receiver for n satellites:

(3)

 ∆NLs1 − ∆ρs1 + c∆τs1 − ∆Ts1 + ∆Is1
...

∆NLsn − ∆ρsn + c∆τsn − ∆Tsn + ∆Isn



=


xs1−xr

ρs1

ys1−yr

ρs1
zs1−zr

ρs1
1

...
xsn−xr

ρsn

ysn−yr

ρsn

zsn−zr

ρsn
1




vx(t)
vy(t)
vz(t)

∆τr(t)
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where xs,r, ys,r, and zs,r are the Cartesian coordinates
of the satellite and receiver, and v is the velocity of
the receiver. We make two simple phase corrections
to account for subtle atmospheric signal path varia-
tions using the readily available in real-time hydrostatic
tropospheric correction of Niell (Niell, 1996) and the
Klobuchar ionospheric correction (Klobuchar, 1987).
The velocities and clock drift rate can be solved through
ordinary least squares. We additionally weight the least
squares problem through a diagonalmatrix of elevation
angle between satellite and receiver since lower eleva-
tion observations will have more noise.

2.1 SNIVEL Dataset

The data that we used was recorded by six networks
(number of earthquakes followed by observations in
parentheses), the Plate Boundary Observatory (27; 178),
COCOnet (10; 46), TLALOCnet (5; 27), Geonet New
Zealand (9; 158), the TU-CWU (Tribhuvan University -
Central Washington University) network in Nepal (4;
29), and the Italian RING network (6; 71). A map view
of the distribution of events is shown in Figure 1. The
first three networks were historically separate, how-
ever, they now comprise the federated Network of the
Americas (NOTA) and their data is archived at UNAVCO
(Murray et al., 2019). Since 2007, the standard prac-
tice at UNAVCO has been to download any available 5
Hz GNSS data within a given radius after a significant
event within North and Central America. The earliest
NOTA-recorded earthquake we include in this study is
the 2009 Mw 7.3 Honduras earthquake. Geonet, oper-
ated by the Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences
(GNS), has downloaded 10 Hz raw GNSS data after sig-
nificant events since 2013. The 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura
earthquake is the best recorded event in our dataset,
with 122 observations and PGV values greater than 40
cm/s at 8 sites and greater than 95 cm/s at 2 sites. The
TU-CWU network was able to record at 5 Hz the 2015
Mw 7.8 Gorhka earthquake in Nepal, the Mw 7.3 after-
shock two weeks later and two additional aftershocks.
Three of the sites during the Gorhka earthquake ex-
ceeded 50 cm/s. The RING network operated by Istituto
Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV) consoli-
dated data from several smaller networks within Italy
(ISPRA, DPC, Regione Lazio, Regione Abruzzo, Leica
ITALPOS, and Topcon NETGEO) and recorded most sta-
tions at 10 Hz and several at 20 Hz for events during
the Amatrice-Norcia sequence in 2016 and the Emilia-
Romagna sequence in 2012. A 20 Hz recording at sta-
tion ARQTduring the October 30, 2016Mw 6.6 Amatrice
earthquake exceeded 100 cm/s and 5 additional stations
exceeded 30 cm/s. In total, we have 509 observations
from 61 earthquakes ranging in magnitude from 4.9 to
8.2. Figure 2 shows the distribution of these observa-
tions as a function of rupture distance and an overview
of all the events with the PGV values at every station is
provided (see Data Availability).
We low pass filter all of the waveforms to one-quarter

of the sampling rate, 1.25 Hz for the 5 Hz observations,
2.5 Hz for the 10 Hz observations, and 5 Hz for the 20
Hz observations using a 4-pole zero-phase Butterworth

filter. All waveforms are visually inspected to ensure
the peak velocity is related to shaking rather than noise.
We do find that for the lower magnitude events (M <
6), the low pass filtering of the waveforms does reduce
the peak velocity values, which is predicted when look-
ing at the corner frequency dependence on magnitude
(e.g., Joyner, 1984). When using an average stress drop
of 30 bars and a shear wave velocity of 3 km/s, the cor-
ner frequency of a M5 earthquake would be roughly 0.6
Hz. This value drops precipitously, and by M8, the cor-
ner frequency is roughly 0.02 Hz. For consistency, we
retain the low pass filtering as we find it beneficial to
reduce the high frequency noise within the GNSS ve-
locities as they are plagued by higher order wet tropo-
spheric, ionospheric, and multipath noise. The peak
value of each component is taken separately and the sta-
tion PGV value is the maximum of the three individual
components (north, east, or vertical); note that this is
the same approach taken by the GMMs. For smaller lev-
els of shaking, the vertical component was unable to
record any ground motion and these observations are
excluded from our dataset (the vertical component is
on average 3-5 times noisier than the horizontal com-
ponents). Figure 2 shows the PGV values versus mean
rupture distance for the entire dataset.

2.2 Seismogeodetic Dataset
In addition to the SNIVEL dataset, we include ob-
servations from two earthquakes that were processed
through a multi-rate Kalman filter, the 2011 M9.1
Tohoku-oki and 2003 M8.2 Tokachi-oki earthquakes in
Japan on the Geonet network operated by GSI (Crowell
et al., 2009; Bock et al., 2011; Melgar et al., 2013b). For
both of these earthquakes, 1-Hz GNSS displacements
were computed and then Kalman filtered with collo-
cated strong-motion accelerometer data from either K-
NET or Kik-net. Since this dataset includes a combi-
nation of both seismic and geodetic data, it is termed
‘seismogeodetic’ herein. The Kalman filter effectively
integrates the accelerometer under the displacement
constraint of the GNSS and produces both velocity and
displacement waveforms at the sampling rate of the
accelerometer. Melgar et al. (2013a) showed that this
method was better able to reconcile ground motions
in the low frequency end than simply integrating ac-
celerometer data. In total, 174 observations for the two
Japanese events at 100 Hz are included. Similarly to the
SNIVEL dataset, we low-pass filter the velocity observa-
tions to 25 Hz.

2.3 Ground Motion Models Used
We use three of the NGA-West2 (Next Generation At-
tenuation for Western United States, 2.0) ground mo-
tion models (GMM) to compare our observed PGV val-
ues: Chiou and Youngs (2014), Boore et al. (2014), and
Campbell and Bozorgnia (2014), herein referred to as
CY14, BSSA14, and CB14 respectively. The NGA-West2
database consists of events between magnitudes of 3
and 7.9, and most of its observations are between 0 and
400 km (Bozorgnia et al., 2014). The distance distribu-
tion between our dataset andNGA-West2 is comparable,
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Figure 1 Map view of all earthquakes in this study. The solid black circles are the epicentral locations of the earthquakes
and the red circles are sized by magnitude.

although we are more skewed towards the larger mag-
nitude end since velocities cannot be recorded on GNSS
instruments well belowM5.5 (Figure 2). We include ob-
servations out to rupture distances of ~800 km.
For events that we do not have slip models for, we

treat them as point sources, otherwise we use the com-
plete distance descriptions within the GMMs. The slip
modelsweuse are theNational Earthquake Information
Center (NEIC) official finite fault models (e.g., Hayes,
2017) which we extract directly from the geoJSON
files provided on the USGS event overview pages (e.g.,
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eventpage/
ci38457511/finite-fault). Between the different GMMs,
there are 5 different distance measurements: Joyner-
Boore distance (Rjb), rupture distance (Rrup), distance
to the surface projection of the updip edge (Rx), depth
to the updip edge of the rupture (Ztor), and hypocentral
depth. When treating the earthquake as a point source,
Rrup is the hypocentral distance, Rjb and Rx are the
epicentral distance, and Ztor is the hypocentral depth.
We also use the mean rupture distance (Rp) proposed
by Thompson and Baltay (2018), which replaces the
traditional rupture distance, Rrup, with a slip scaled
distance to account for the heterogeneity in slip dis-
tributions. For Rp, we use a value of p = −2.0 for the
power law weighting, which is the optimal value for
PGV (Thompson and Baltay, 2018). While we make
this correction, we do note that none of the GMMs
were validated using mean rupture distance and we
are simply using it as an additional comparison. We

use the USGS global VS30 database to approximate the
shear wave velocity in the upper 30meters (Heath et al.,
2020). Also, for basin terms (Z1.0 and Z2.5), we use
the equations within the GMMs that relate VS30 to the
basin terms. We disregard any hanging wall, directivity,
and dip dependent terms within all of the GMMs for
simplicity.

3 Results
The log residual between the GMM prediction and the
observed PGV values, ln(PGVGMM ) − ln(PGVGNSS),
are shown as a function of mean rupture distance, Rp,
for the three GMMs in Figure 3. Table 1 shows the me-
dian and standard deviations for a number of scenar-
ios using both Rp and Rrup (note that BSSA14 has the
same performance for Rrup and Rp since it only uses
Rjb). For comparison, the self-reported total residual
standard deviation for the three NGA-West2 GMMs are
0.65, 0.54, and 0.58 for BSSA14, CY14, and CB14 respec-
tively. For all three GMMs, the histograms of the log
residuals are tightly distributed about zero. There are
however differences between the three GMMs, mainly
in the performance for the Kaikoura earthquake (grey
shaded histograms on Figure 3). All three GMMs un-
derestimate the observed PGV values for the Kaikoura
earthquake, with BSSA14 performing the worst with
a median residual of -1.29, and CY14 (median resid-
ual -0.45) performing slightly better than CB14 (median
residual -0.73) when using Rrup. Part of the underesti-
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Figure 2 Distribution of GNSS velocity data used in this study. The upper left panel shows the PGV values versus the mean
rupture distance, in log-log space. Themean rupture distance is defined in Thompson and Baltay (2018), and we use p = −2
here. The different symbols signify the sampling rate of the data. The histogram on the right shows the frequency of PGV
observations. The histogram on the bottom shows the frequency of the mean rupture distance.

mate for the Kaikoura earthquake is due to the strong
northward directivity and the complexity of the rupture
onto more than a dozen crustal faults (Hamling et al.,
2017). The log residual using Rrup for Kaikoura is better
than Rp primarily due to the shorter rupture distances
making up for the impacts of directivity and shallow
slip. When the Kaikoura earthquake is removed from
the dataset, the log residual standard deviation dropped
considerably, down to 0.61-0.67 when using Rp. For
BSSA14, the performance appreciably changeswhen re-
moving Kaikoura, with it performing better that any of
theotherGMMsusingRrup, which is unsurprising given
the wide distribution of residuals shown in Figure 3b.
No other event in the dataset has such a strong negative

residual between the recorded ground motions and the
GMMs. Surprisingly, all three GMMsmodel theTohoku-
oki earthquakewell, withmost stations showing a resid-
ual less than 1 log unit even though none of the GMMs
used ground motion data for events greater than Mw
8. We postulate that the rather compact nature of the
Tohoku-oki rupture coupled with the further distances
to stations allows for the GMMs to predict PGVwell.

For all three of the GMMs, there is a slight under-
estimation of ground motions at further distances (>
400 km). This is unsurprising as this distance is out-
side the specified distance range for the GMMs. When
we exclude stations further than 400 km, there is an
improvement for BSSA14 and CB14, but no change for

5
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Figure 3 The log-residual between PGV from the GMMs and GNSS. Panels a, c, e, and g show the residuals as a function of
mean rupture distance for GMMs BSSA14, CY14, CB14, and CDDG22 (this study) respectively. Panels b, d, f, and h show the
histograms of the residuals for the GMMs to their left for all observations. On the histograms, the smaller grey bars in the
foreground show the distribution for the 2016 Mw 7.8 Kaikoura earthquake.

CY14, indicating the CY14 is more sensitive to further
rupture distances than the self-reported model limit of
Rrup < 300 km. We also computed statistics for two
additional event subsets: subduction zone events and
non -subduction events (minus Kaikoura). None of the
threeGMMswerenot directly developed for the subduc-

tion environment, so it is important to understand any
systematic biases that may arise due to the tectonic en-
vironment. When discounting Kaikoura, there are 268
observations of subduction earthquakes and 293 obser-
vations from primarily strike-slip faults. When using
Rp, themedian residuals for the non-subduction events
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were all negative, indicating the GMMs are underes-
timating ground motions. For the subduction events,
the standard deviations were all lower than the non-
subduction events, and the median residuals were bet-
ter for BSSA14 and CB14. This result is somewhat para-
doxical in that the GMMs we are comparing against in
this study were developed primarily for upper-crustal
faults, so a better fit for those events would be expected,
however, the shallower events will have far more vari-
ability with regards to source terms, distance measure-
ments, and directivity such that a greater variability in
the ground motion residuals would be observed. For
subduction events, the source distances are generally
greater so much of the GMM complexity can be aver-
aged out. Wewould expect even better fits by using sub-
duction zone specific GMMs (e.g., Parker et al. (2022)).

3.1 Normality Testing

While the distribution of results and statistics shown in
Figure 3 and Table 1 are indicative of reasonable model
and observation agreement, we test the null hypothesis
that the log residuals of theGMMsare drawn fromanor-
mal distribution. In order to do this, we perform a Lil-
liefors test, which is similar to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test except the data is allowed to be from any general-
ized normal distribution and the test statistic is more
stringent (Lilliefors, 1967). The null hypothesis for the
test is the log residuals are drawn from a normal distri-
bution. For this test we choose a significance level of
0.05, which the p-value needs to be larger than, and the
test statistic needs to be smaller than the critical value
for the number of data points in the test. While there
is no requirement that our data residuals be normally
distributed, it does lead to higher confidence that any
variations between our data and the GMMs are due to
random Gaussian noise and not due to biases in the ob-
servations orGMMs. For 683 observationpoints, theLil-
liefors test statistic critical value is 0.035. Of the GMMs
tested, only CY14 passes the Lilliefors test and cannot
reject the null hypothesis, with a p-value of 0.14 and a
test statistic of 0.032. This is further illustrated when
looking at the Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots in Figure
4, where the theoretical quantiles, those drawn from a
normal distribution, are plotted against the data/sam-
ple quantiles. While near the centers of the theoretical
quantiles, both CB14 and BSSA14 perform well, at the
edges there are considerable outliers. The Q-Q plot for
CY14 is good out to 2.5 quantiles. From these results,
we can confidently say that the GNSS velocities can be
represented well by CY14 at a random normal level.

3.2 Noise Characteristics of GNSS Velocities

To characterize the relative noise levels on the GNSS
velocities, we processed 30 minutes of data at station
ARQT in the Italian RING network at 1, 5, 10, and 20 Hz
on day 300 of 2016, between the M5.5 and M6.1 Norcia
earthquakes. Table 2 shows the standard deviations for
the three components ofmotion at the 4 sampling rates.
Along all three components of motion, the standard de-
viation increases with higher sample rates, which has

been shown in other studies (e.g., Shu et al., 2018), and
the vertical component is roughly twice as large as the
horizontal components; also, there is a strong autocor-
relation of noise between the components and a re-
gional correlation of noise due to the similar constella-
tion geometries. The reason behind this is the errors in
the orbits, multipath, and clocks are fairly constant at
high frequency, butwe are taking incrementally smaller
and smaller time steps, which to first order, leads to
an increase in noise. When looking at the power spec-
tral content at these sample rates (Figure 5), we see that
the noise behavior is more complex. We see between
periods of 0.3 and 2 s that the power is progressively
smaller for higher sample rates, however, there is an in-
crease in power for smaller periods until the noise be-
comes roughlywhite below 0.25 s. Since for higher sam-
pling rates, the data is in the higher frequency, higher
noise part of the spectrum, the standard deviations are
higher, but thehigher sampling rates reduce thenoise at
given periods due to reducing the higher order noise in
the GNSS observation model. This would indicate that
it is beneficial to sample GNSS velocities at the high-
est possible sample rate, but then re-sample the data
to 5-10 Hz, or wherever temporal aliasing will be min-
imized based upon the frequency content of the earth-
quake (e.g., Joyner, 1984). Indeed, Table 2 shows that
whenwe re-sample the 20Hzphase observations to 5Hz
and process through SNIVEL, we obtain a standard de-
viation of roughly half that obtained by processing the
data directly at 5 Hz.

4 Ground Motion Model Development
We developed a preliminary GMM (herein referred to
as CDDG22) using the same formalism as in Thomp-
son and Baltay (2018) and Goldberg et al. (2021) where
we only consider magnitude scaling (FM ) and distance-
scaling (FR) terms such that

(4)ln(PGV ) = co + FM + FR

The distance-scaling term is separated into an
anelastic attenuation term (cR2) and a geometrical
spreading/magnitude-dependent attenuation term
(cR0 + cR1M )

(5)FR = (cR0 + cR1M)ln(R) + cR2R

The magnitude-scaling term roughly follows the form
of Chiou andYoungs (2014), however we use the expres-
sion directly from Goldberg et al. (2021) that is simpli-
fied to ignore small magnitude terms

(6)FM = cM1M + cM2ln(1 + exp(−M))

The coefficients in Equations 4-6 are solved through a
least-squares regression and can be found in Table 3.
We test two different distance measures for R: Rp and
Rrup. Figure 3 shows the log-residual plots of our GMM
using Rp and the observed GNSS PGV values. The stan-
dard deviation is 0.58 and 0.59 using Rp and Rrup re-
spectively, and the residuals are much more tightly dis-
tributed about zero. We also do not see any appreciably
anomalous earthquakes like Kaikoura when using the
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GMM Event Subset Median Residual, Rp σ, Rp Median Residual, Rrup σ, Rrup

BSSA14 All -0.212 0.792 -0.212 0.792
CB14 All -0.330 0.721 -0.029 0.794
CY14 All -0.050 0.735 0.153 0.738
BSSA14 dist <= 400 km -0.189 0.737 -0.189 0.737
CB14 dist <= 400 km -0.342 0.696 -0.048 0.741
CY14 dist <= 400 km -0.057 0.736 0.114 0.711
BSSA14 exclude Kaikoura -0.110 0.674 -0.110 0.674
CB14 exclude Kaikoura -0.147 0.605 0.168 0.755
CY14 exclude Kaikoura 0.109 0.653 0.345 0.710
BSSA subduction 0.023 0.582 0.023 0.582
CB14 subduction -0.045 0.514 0.632 0.637
CY14 subduction 0.218 0.588 0.693 0.611
BSSA no sub, no Kaikoura -0.303 0.697 -0.303 0.697
CB14 no sub, no Kaikoura -0.302 0.657 -0.229 0.674
CY14 no sub, no Kaikoura -0.007 0.692 0.049 0.699
CDDG22 (this study) All 0.035 0.581 0.039 0.593
CDDG22 (this study) dist <= 400 km 0.044 0.594 0.037 0.590
CDDG22 (this study) exclude Kaikoura 0.148 0.562 0.126 0.589
CDDG22 (this study) subduction 0.217 0.487 0.158 0.487
CDDG22 (this study) no sub, no Kaikoura 0.080 0.619 0.053 0.668

Table 1 Themedian and standard deviation of the log residual between the GMM predictions and the GNSS velocities. Log
residual is defined as ln(PGVGMM ) − ln(PGVGNSS), with PGV in units of cm/s. Event Subset describes the filtering of
events in the statistical analysis.

Sample Rate σN σE σZ

1 Hz 0.17 0.12 0.31
5 Hz 0.70 0.47 1.22
10 Hz 1.49 0.98 2.56
20 Hz 2.73 1.83 4.69
20 Hz, 5 Hz resample 0.34 0.20 0.57

Table 2 Standard deviation for GNSS velocities at station
ARQT processed at 4 different sampling rates. The time pe-
riod covered is between 17:30 and 18:00UTConOctober 26,
2016. σ has units of cm/s.

NGA-West2 GMMs (e.g., Figure 3). In CDDG22, we have
not considered any site terms, such as Vs30. In Figure
6, we plotted the residual error for CDDG22 against Vs30
and see that there is a small trend that is linearly mod-
eled as

(7)ln(PGVGMM ) − ln(PGVGNSS) = cs1 ∗ V s30 − cs2

When we apply this site correction to our residuals, we
reduce the standard deviations to 0.57 and 0.58 for Rp

and Rrup respectively. While this is not an appreciable
reduction (∼2%), it does indicate that further investi-
gation into site-specific corrections is warranted as we
expand out our dataset in the future. Statistically, the
residuals between our GMM and the data pass the Lil-
liefors test (p-value = 0.067, test statistic 0.034) and the
Q-Q plot (Figure 4) shows excellent agreement out to 2.5
quantiles.

5 Discussion
The standard mode of GNSS displacement positioning
today is to either process the raw observations at a cen-
tral processing center that can accumulate corrections

Coefficient Distance Rp Distance Rrup

c0 -13.485 0.588
cR0 3.081 -0.939
cR1 -0.782 -0.097
cR2 0.0016 0.00025
cM1 2.835 0.658
cM2 206.078 -208.937
cS1 0.000544 0.00064
cS2 -0.258 -0.303

Table 3 The coefficients for the CDDG22 GMMusing either
Rp or Rrup. The coefficients are defined in Equations 4-7.

for satellite orbits, clocks, fractional cycle biases, and
tropospheric corrections or to perform the computa-
tions onsite while transmitting the corrections to the
station. Within PPP computations, it is imperative to
properly compute the integer cycle ambiguities before
precise displacements can be obtained, which requires
segregating the fractional cycle biases and integer am-
biguities (e.g., Geng et al., 2012). This is generally an it-
erative process and requiresmanyminutes for the solu-
tion to converge to its stable and precise estimate. Even
after properly correcting for all sources of error, real-
time displacement observations generally have a noise
level of 1-2 cm in the horizontal components and 5 cm
in the vertical (Melgar et al., 2020) over short time peri-
ods and long period drifts due to constellation geome-
try andmultipath are evident at periods greater than 30
seconds. The GNSS velocity approach does not require
any external corrections and can be easily deployed on-
board GNSS receivers since it uses the broadcast orbital
information from the satellites. The accuracy of our
GNSS velocity estimates in the horizontal is roughly 0.6,
1.2, and 2.3 cm/s at 5, 10 and 20 Hz respectively, and
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Figure 4 Quantile-quantile plots of the log residual between the GMMdetermined PGV and the GNSS derived PGV usingRp.
The quantiles assume a normal distribution with the data corrected and normalized to a mean of 0 and standard deviation
of 1. The red dashed lines indicate a 1-to-1 correspondence for perfectly normal data.

these values could be further improved by using Inter-
national GNSS ServiceUltra-Rapid orbits and clocks and
temporal re-sampling from higher rates (e.g., Shu et al.,
2020).

Given the accuracy of the GNSS velocity estimates
with respect to the GMMs, their use in ShakeMap gen-
eration should be considered. ShakeMaps are a pow-
erful post-earthquake evaluation tool that provides in-
formation on ground motion (peak ground accelera-
tion, velocity, spectral accelerations) and shaking inten-
sity (in the form of Modified Mercalli Intensity, MMI).
Thesemaps are generated fromacombinationofGMMs
relating an earthquake source to ground motions, in-
strumental recordings of ground motions, and com-

munity intensity reports (i.e., Did You Feel It). The
work presented here has demonstrated that GNSS ve-
locities can be added to the instrumental recordings
within ShakeMaps. This is important because the sta-
tion distribution of seismic and GNSS networks are
vastly different due to themotivating factors behind the
installations. Indeed, Grapenthin et al. (2018) demon-
strated for the 2017 Mw 7.1 Iniskin earthquake the en-
hanced value of GNSS derived velocities in a regionwith
sparse seismic network coverage. Seismic networks
were primarily installed either near well known seis-
mic sources or near major population centers. GNSS
networks were installed primarily to aid the surveying
community and are thus more evenly distributed geo-
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Figure 5 Power spectral density in the east direction for 30 minutes of noise recorded at station ARQT and processed at 4
sampling rates, 1, 5, 10, and 20 Hz. The time period covered is between 17:30 and 18:00 UTC on October 26, 2016.

Figure 6 The log residual for CDDG22 versus Vs30, the shear wave velocity in the upper 30 meters. The red dashed line
corresponds to Equation 7, with coefficients in Table 3.

graphically. GNSS networks have also been targeted at
high strain accumulation regions. This is now some-
what changing with collocating of instruments and ex-
pansion of seismic networks, but the different station
distributions allow for us to provide observations of
PGV in new locations, further constraining the inter-
polation schemes used in ShakeMap. To show the ef-
ficacy of GNSS velocities within ShakeMaps, we com-
puted several sets of ShakeMaps for the 2016 Mw 6.6
Norcia, which are shown in Figure 7. For this demon-
stration, we replaced the input instrumental data with
the PGV values recorded at the GNSS stations (Figure

7a). We see in the near-field, there are considerably
more GNSS stations than seismic stations (Figure 7b),
which leads to considerably higher intensities. We also
computed the ShakeMap using both the seismic obser-
vations and the GNSS velocities, which is shown in Fig-
ure 7c. This model is closer to the original ShakeMap,
however, in the near-field, there is upwards of 0.8 MMI
difference between the two models (Figure 7d). While
there are many issues still to explore with the optimal
ways to incorporate this data into ShakeMaps regarding
the appropriate weighting schemes, this demonstration
shows a promising potential improvement in near-real-
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time intensity characterization.
Whilewe have not explicitly shown the utility of GNSS

derived velocities to earthquake early warning, there
are several ways in which we envision these observa-
tions improving geodetic early warning. Many stud-
ies have shown the value of GNSS displacements to
rapidmagnitude and slip determination for large earth-
quakes, but the aforementioned issues with real-time
positioning require clever logicwithin operational early
warning systems. For example, the G-FAST system that
is operating on ShakeAlert development servers, re-
quires a gross outlier filter, a magnitude and time de-
pendent uncertainty scheme, a time dependent min-
imum displacement filter (on 4 stations), and a min-
imum seismic magnitude filter (Murray et al., 2021).
These logic filters built onto the back-end of G-FAST
have the effect of throttling messages from the system
from all events except those that we have the highest
confidence in. Incorporating GNSS velocity streams
into G-FAST could remove or reduce the levels of these
filters by lending more confidence to the displacement
streams. For example, ambiguity resolution issues on
the displacement streams do not appear on the veloc-
ity streams, so we can use this stream to flag parts of
the time series that there is no expected shaking. More-
over, the ground velocity observations can be used to
appropriatelywindowdisplacement time series or to se-
lect only those stations that should have a significant
displacement signal and exclude those that are effec-
tively noise, thus improving the precision and accuracy
of the geodetic source models within G-FAST. For ex-
ample, Dittmann et al. (2022b) trained a random for-
est classifier to select only parts of the GNSS velocity
time series that had earthquake related ground shak-
ing and showed a true positive rate of roughly 90% for
earthquakes greater thanM5 and out to hypocentral dis-
tances greater than 1000 km for larger events. Finally,
GNSS derived velocities can be used directly in early
warning systems either in existing seismic algorithms
that rely on velocity observations or throughmagnitude
scaling. Fang et al. (2020) showed a simple PGV scal-
ing relationship, with a similar form to peak ground dis-
placement scaling used in early warning (Crowell et al.,
2013), to determine earthquake magnitude with uncer-
tainty of 0.26 magnitude units.

6 Conclusions
We have demonstrated that GNSS derived velocities,
recorded at 5 Hz or greater, are capable of characteriz-
ing strong ground motions for moderate to large earth-
quakes without going off scale. These observations
agree well with the three NGA-West2 GMMs that we
compared against, with the best agreement with Chiou
and Youngs (2014) using Rrup and with Campbell and
Bozorgnia (2014) using Rp. Deriving our own simple
GMMdirectly from our PGVvalues and published USGS
finite fault models yields roughly a 20% reduction in
the log residual down to 0.58-0.59; this value is in line
with the total residual reported by the three NGA-West2
GMMs using the seismic database, between 0.54 and
0.65 log units. Most importantly, our dataset includes

PGV records frommany large earthquakes, with almost
half the observations (333) coming from M > 7.5 earth-
quakes, and this study provides true unfiltered records
of strong ground motion in a non-inertial reference
frame.
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